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their slang, clothes, body adornments, or styles, as has
happened between generarions previously. A really
big discontinu.ify has taken p1ace. One might even call
it a "singularity"-an event which changes rhings so
fundamentally that there is absolutely no going back.
This so-called "singularity" is the arrival and rapid dissemination of digital technology in the last decades of
the 20th century.2
Reference librarians have considered and studied these
wide-ranging transformations-the demographics, technological pressures, and the changing educational climate-and
have experimented with and adopted new approaches to service. As Crowe noted, "While WHAT reference librarians do

not so different-we still assist users in finding and evaluat,
ing information, provide lnstruction in using resources, and
is

select materials-HOW we do it, however, and the tools and
resources we use have changed dramatically"3

One of the most significant developments in reference
services these past several years has been the emergence of
real-time virtual reference (VR). VR for the purposes of this
study is defined as a synchronous, real-time exchange "where
patrons employ computers or other Internet technology to
communicate with reference sraff, without being physicaily
present."a The terms "VR" and "chat reference services" wiil
be used interchangeably. The emphasis in our srudy is on
real-time or synchronous services (as opposed to other elec,
tronic services by asynchronous methods, such as e-mail

from our perspective, a logical, appropriate, and progressive
response. A successful pilot phase segued into a relatively
stable service. After four years of both e-mail and chat services, we felt the time was ripe to consider reference servrces
in a comparative light and begin to explore, through surveys
and other means, answers to the essential question, what
is the best combination of services for our users when they
need heip? We were interested in "looking more closely at
how users are dealing with their information problems and
how they get help from reference librarians in technological
environments."T
Our study represents a preliminary exploration of the
help-seeking preferences of a student body that increasingly
prefers to be off-site using digital resources, away from the
library, and for a variety of reasons is less likely ro use ihe
physical reference desk. Specifically, we were inreresred in
exploring how users prefer to get help when on campus versus off campus, their preference for location when doing research, and the differences between reference desk users and
users of our VR services. Basically, we were concerned with
contributing to "informed decisions about space, services,
and resources [by not oniy understandingl . . . the types of
information that are being sought, but also the environment
that the user is most comfortable lwithl-either physical or
virtual or some combination."B

LITERATURE REVIf;W

reference).
VR services generally began to emerge in the early 2000s.

has for the most part taken the

The advent of VR was greered by much of rhe library community with great optimism and a spirit of experimentation.

tary, and anecdotes.e The empirically based literature is small
but growing. A review of the emplri.cal literature indicates that

More recently, the enthusiasm for chat services has been tempered by persistenr rechnological challenges and questions
regarding cost-effectiveness. At the same time, the community
has matured to grapple with issues concerning the development of service standards and performance measures, as well
as calls to adopt a comprehensive research agenda.t One

few studies have been conducted to tell us how changes in
technology have informed or should inform reference servlces
and, specifically, how these changes in technology have affected users' help-seeking behaviors and preferences.
Massey-Burzio intimated rhis as far back as 1998 and
called for more responsiveness "to actual user needs and preferences . . . [i]nstead of wasting time insisting on the value of
delivering reference services the way we always have."ro Ten
years later, the study of user preferences within the reference
service milieu has continued to recelve little attention. Library
users have ever-increasing amounts of digital content at their
fingertips, and many srudies show they prefer this flormat over
print.ILThat much we know. However, the literature provides
a limited view of what users prefer to do in this environment
when they need assistance. There have been no connectrons
made in studies between preference for format and preference

particularly noieworthy sentiment that struck a chord was
voiced by Steve Coffman, one of the early and influential proponents of VR, when he questioned the ongoing relevance of
s;mchronous Web -based services in Iate 20 0 4 .6 An imp o rtant
debate has emerged regarding the efficacy of VR compared to
Lelephone, e-mail, and hybrid services.
We have been involved in a VR collaboration since 2001

among three Ontario universities. Catering to a student body
of close to ninety thousand, we have witnessed ihe service
grow in popularity Despite the popularity of VR at our universities, questions regarding its cost-effectiveness persist. We
continue to face questions about such issues as the length of
ttme required to answer questions and the inconsistent performance of software and staffing models.
Like most North American academic libraries, we had
experienced gradual declines in usage at our reference desks
sjnce the early 1990s. Because of the significant changes of
the past decade, the decision to introduce VR services was,

Since the early 2000s the burgeoning lirerature relating to VR

form of case studies, commen,

for obtaining assistance.
Thus, help-seeking preference studies or studies that
compare different reference services are rn somewhat uncharted territor;r The focus of the literature review was to
find studies of VR that looked at descriptive indicarors of
these services in a comparative light. Three strains of literature emerged: studies that compare the use of different types
ofreference services from a user perspective; studies ofwhat
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users actually prefer to do when they need assistance wrth
library research, and studies of preference for location when

doing research.

Comparative Studies
Motivated by research on library anxiety and related studies,
Ruppel and Fagan were interested in exploring whether a
reference service using instant messaging (IM) software to
chat with students would solve some users' aversion to the
desk.12 Their review of more than three decades oI literature
has shown us that "many patrons chose not to ask for help
because they are or expect to be dissatisfied, embarrassed, or
do not believe librarians are ready or willing to help them.Ir
They surveyed 340 users with the intention of comparing
perceptions of VR with the physical reference desk. Their
results revealed much about student experiences with the
two modes of assistance. Users indicated that the top advantage of the IM reference service was convenience and
not having to get up from thelr workstation or give up their
computer, and l5 percent of the users liked the anonymity
An astonishing 29 percent thought staff did not look helpfu1 at the physical reference desk and 17 percent did not
want to go to the library building to do their research. ln
spite of these negative perceptions, the physical reference
desk had a clear advantage for most users because of the
"nercnnai

rnrreh "

Foley conducted a survey (with a relatively small return
rate) that asked users why they used Internet messaging rather than visitlng, telephoning, or e-mailing reference staff.ra
Though this study did not extrapolate about choice-making,
it did hint at some of the reasons why IM may be preferred
over other modes ofreference: convenience, phone reference
is a hassle, the user can't be online at the same time as they
receive heip, they are not on campus often, and they liked
the instantaneous nature of the exchange.
Nilsen conducted a study that looked at perceptions of
the service received at the virtual reference desk and the
physical reference desk.rj The research involved library science students posing as users and then filling out a detailed
questionnaire after each "visit" to a physical and VR desk.
One interesting dicovery was that if students were not familiar
with chat technology (such as MSN Messenger or Yahoo! Messenger), they tended to prefer e-mail reference over VR. The
reason noted for this was that a lack of familiarity may lead
to a sense of intimidation or resistance. Nearly everyone became enthusiastic about chat reference service, and preferred
it to e-maii, once they had used it. A final and unfortunate
conclusion was that the physical reference desk and the VR
desk gave "equally poor service." This conclusion was based
on data involving the reference interview (or lack thereof).
Though a discussion of the quality of the reference interactton
is beyond the scope of this article, such a study would provide
some insight into what users might prefer to do to get help
through the lens of service quality and satisfaction measures:
an important consideration for future research.
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Stoffel and Tucker compared e-mail and chat to determine user perceptions of their services as a means to improve reference services.16 They surveyed patrons following
their use of the servlces and admittedly had low response
rates, particularly from chat reference users. That said,
some of the conclusions are useful for our purposes. While
they did not ask questions regarding preference explicitly,
they did ask users if they used other services in tandem to
meet their information needs-at least with regards to the
specific questions each user posed. Fewer than one in ien
used another service in the case of e-mail users, chat user
responses to this question were not noted in the article. Stoffel and Tucker concluded that there was high satisfaction
for their virtual services and that e-mail users were slightly
more satisfied than chat users.

Use Studies and Library Visits Studies
In the face of claims that sy..rLchronous Web-based reference
services are here to stay, Frederiksen, Cummings, and Ursin
asked whether it was reasonable to claim that library users
"expect, or will use, online help delivered by a library Web
site."r7 Surveys were administered to the general university
population as well as to users of the reference desk asking

questions regarding the use of chat software (AOL lnstant
Messenger, Yahool Messenger, or MSN) for chat and preferred
chat features. They also asked the users whether they would
think of using chat for research help, and a fi.nal question on
whether they had heard of the library's Ask a Librarian chat

service. Questions were not asked about the respondents'
currenL use o[ any of Lhe library's ot her relerence services.
Their survey attempted to find whether there is a connection between use of chat and a possible link to comfort and
openness to a library chat service. Sixty-one percent ofpeople
who do not chat would nevertheless consider using chat for
research help. Eighty-three percent of respondents were not
aware of the chat reference service. The authors concluded
that marketing the chat service would be well worth the eIfort. They also mused about the potentj.al problems of widespread adoption; the perception of chat as a frivolous leisure
activity, for example, presents a marketing challenge for a
serious library service.
A needs assessment survey was conducted at the University of Maryland University College (UMUC) by Kelley and
Orr to examine trends in student use of the library and its
resources and services.Ls Thls survey is of particular interest
because of its focus on comparing and contrasting different
types of users-students taklng online course versus in-classroom students, undergraduate versus graduate students-and
because of its various cross-tabulations with print and electronic resource preferences. UMUC has an interesting demographic because it has a high proportion of distance education
students and so signals characteristics of a population that
is more dependent on remote services and digital content.
OnIy 32 percent of the respondents had visited the library in
the past year and they were more likely to visit the library if
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they were studying in a classroom. While the study did not
ask about reference services per se, respondents indicated
that "access to staff' was significantly less important than a
number of other library offerings, such as access to electronic
resources and off-campus access to the catalogue.
The study that bears some similari~yto the present research was conducted by Johnson, who performed a survey
to investigate "university affiliates' awareness of, use of, and
interest in reference services, with a particular focus on online chat reference (synchronous digital reference)."19The
survey instrument asked directly for "their first option" if
seeking assistance from library staff in a hypothetical scenario, and relationships were drawn between preferences
noted and status of respondent. It was found that undergraduates were most likely to choose face-to-face reference
services and faculty were more likely to prefer e-mail. Few
people had used the chat service and few people were even
aware of it. Of the three people that used chat, only one
said they would use it again. This particular campus had
only one year's experience with VR, and it is not surprising
that marketing and promotion formed an important part of
their conclusions.

METHODOLOGY
This study consisted of two surveys, one in-person and one
online, carried out during the fall of 2004. The surveys were
distributed to library users at two universities in Toronto:
Ryerson University with a full-time equivalent (FTE) student
population of eighteen thousand and York University with a
student body of thirty-eight thousand (FTE). Both universities are located in a large urban environment and most of the
students reside off campus. Ryerson and York Universities, as
noted previously, have been collaborative partners providing
a chat reference service since 2001. The service has provided
text-based interactions with page pushing and sharing, and
co-browsing of licensed databases.
The premise for the study was based on the notion that
a reasonable exposure to newer reference services like VR
had occurred (both universities provide e-mail services).
By issuing a survey, we could shed some light on emerging
preferences for different types of service and whether there
are different preferences depending on exposure to the VR
service and preference for study location. The research reported here is considered exploratory and not intended to
be representative.
A pop-up survey was provided to all VR users over a
three-week period in November 2004 and appeared following the close of a session with a librarian; the same questions
were issued in print to reference desk users over the same
time period. Basically, the surveys were distributed until
an acceptable amount had been filled out: approximately
one hundred for each university's reference desks and approximately one hundred in total from VR users. The final
frequencies for each survey were reference desk, 242 and VR,
106. The survey (see appendix) asked seven core questions

exploring use and preference for reference services and habits
and preferences for study location (in library, off campus, etc.)
as well as resources and chat software use.
The sample sizes for each service point were not proportionate to actual reference desk and VR statistics during
this time period. During the same period our two universities jointly had 382 VR sessions and approximately 9,500
Reference Desk interactions20As it turned out, it was much
easier to obtain feedback using a pop-up survey after a VR
session, than to ask users in person at the reference desk.
The return rate for our VR users during that period of time
was approximately 28 percent. For the desk survey, the staff
handed out surveys to users at the end of a reference interaction. Although all staff at the reference desks were aware of
the study, they were not always able to hand them out consistently (this could have been for a number of reasons: e.g.,staff
would often forget or be too busy). Consequently, we cannot
calculate the return rate of the reference desk surveys. Our
purpose, however, was to obtain enough data to compare VR
and reference desk users, not to sample the larger academic
communities of our universities; and our main concern was to
obtain enough data to ensure that smaller groups, like graduate students, would be adequately represented. The amount
of data that would have resulted from a random sampling of
our university populations would not have been adequate to
describe our VR users. For example, Johnson sampled the entire university population, and of that sample only 3 percent
had used the chat ~ervice.~'
The intent was to be able to explore VR and desk users
in terms of their preferences and behavior. While this type
of sampling does not allow for statistical significance testing
(a Chi square, for example), the sample size provided some
latitude for analysis and speculation as well as the opportunity
to suggest directions for further study The focus of the study
was primarily in the comparison of preferences of our two user
groups. We compared the status (undergraduate, graduate students, staff, and so on) of these two user groups, but this study
did not undertake a thorough analysis of other characteristics
such as age, gender, and commuting distance.

Focus Groups
Four focus groups were conducted following the survey in
the winter of 2005. They were carried out both in person
and online. The purpose was to gain qualitative insight into
some of the issues that arose from the survey results and
to assist us in defining directions for future study The online focus groups were made possible through the Meeting
Room function of our Tutor.com VR software. Each focus
group was given seven questions relating to help-seeking
preferences, problems encountered when getting help, expectations of the chat reference service, and suggestions for
improvement of the chat service. Seven volunteers for the
in-person groups and four for the online groups took part
in the focus groups. This anecdotal evidence will be noted
in the discussion section.
Fall 2008 1 volume 48, issue 1 1 47
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Table 1. Status of Respondents

Surveys were completed by 348 library users. Of these, 106
(30 percent) were completecL by VR users, and )42 (70 perecnr ) rvere enrnnleter] hv
referenr^e desk tt.,ers The
nrnnor"'r'"r"
"_/'.''''

tion by institution differed between the two types of surveys.
Because York Universitys VR service is busier than Ryersons,
the malority of the VR surveys were completed by York users Serentr,-five nerccnt were York rrsers 22 nercent were
Ryerson users, and the remaining 3 percent were unaffiliated
with either institution. The proportion was more even for the
surveys completed at a reference desk; 53 percent of these
were York surveys and 47 percent were R1'erson surveys.
Resnondents were asked what their current status was
at the Llniversity (table 1). The response to this question differed considerably between the two surveys. In both cases
the respondents were largel; undergraduates (7-1.5 percent
of rhe VR respondents, and 86.4 percent of the relerence
rlecL ro..n.da.r.)
Tha racl .lifforonee lrv .,.....
in thr proporl ton
resnondents
of pradrrale sl rdenls l6 nercent oI rhe VR
r.n'ere
'.''."t-"
graduate students, compared to a mere 3,3 percent of the

reference desk respondents. Very few VR respondents identifred as continuing educatron students, buL 6.2 percent of the

reference desk respondents ldentified as such. The numbers
of faculty and university staff were under 2 percenl.
Reference desk and VR users were asked two questlons
on their preferences for obtaining research help. Ratings were
on a scale of 1 to 5, where 1 was the least preferred, and 5
was the most preferred. Respondents were first asked about
preference for gening help when in the library (table 2). and
then asked for preferences when off campus (table 3). lt was

considered wrse to divide the question into two separate
questions, since options are clearly different depending on
location. Among the response options, consulting inlormatlon on rhe library website was included as well as searching
Coogle or another lnternel search engine. These options wcre
included because it was felt that our users may increasingly
seek answers to n hat would be reference questrons by employing self-help strategies and consuiting sources on the
Internei (whether they are sites we have constructed ourselves
or popular external sites). These two quesiions allowed for
comparing preferences for obtaining help betr'veen the reference desk group and the VR group.
The traditionaI re[erence dcsl< has rhe highest in-library
preference railng for both groups (desk users rating = 4.4, VR
users ratlng = 4.3) Surprisingly, our library websites seem
to be Lhe nexl highesl raled option for gelting research help
(desk = 3.8; VR = 3.5). E-mall and telephone reference optlons were rated relatively low by both reference desk and VR
users, although these services were rated slightly lower by the
VR respondents. For the most part, the reference desk and the
VR results were very similar in their raiings. The only rating in

notable difference between the two groups
of respondents was in the rating for the use of VR when seeking help lrom within the librar;z The VR respondents rated
virtual reference 3. 5 (roughly the same as the iibrary website),

which there was
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Desk Survey

VR Survey

No.

o/o

No.

o/o

86.4
i\
62
08

79

7+.5

17

L6

3

2.8

Faculty

209
B
t5
2

3

2.8

Staff

3

r.2

2

1.9

Other

I

04

2

1.9

4
)42

17
100

Undergrads
Graduate
Cont. Ed.

N/A
Total

0

106

99.9

Table 2. lf You Are In One of the Libraries, HowWould You
Prefer To Get Research Help? (on a scale of '1 -5, where 1 = least
preferred, 5 = most preferred)

DeskSurvey

Google/Search Engine

Averages
+.4
2.0
2.2
22
38
3.6

Other

2.0

Reference Desk

Telephone Reference

Virtual Reference
E-mail Reference
Library Website

VR Survey

Averages
4.3
1.8
3.4

2.0
3.5
2.8

TB

Table 3: lf You Are Off Campus, HowwouldYou PreferTo Get
Research Help? (on a scale of 1-5, where 1 = least preferred,
5 = most preferred)
Desk

rerephone

Reference

Survey

l;'"n"'

l;'"n"'

Reference 2.6
E-mail Reference 2.9
Library Website
4.3
Google/Search Engine 3.9
Other
2.4

Virtual

whereas the desk respondents rated

VR Survey

+.3
3.

t

3.7
3.1
1.9

it

only 2.2 (on par with

the ratings of e-mail and telephone reference).

It

appears
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Table 4. Preference for Research Location when Doinq an

Assignment-Desk

vs. VR Users

Desk Survey

Library

60

On Campus, not

in

(o/o)

VR Survey

(o/o)

25.7

7

4.7

5.9

24.8

55.4

9.8

12.9

100

99.9

Library

OffCampus
No

Preference

Total

Table 5. In the Past Twelve Months, How Often Have You Visited
One of the Libraries? Desk vs. VR Users
Desk Survey

(o/o)

VR Survey

Never

0

2.9

A FewTimes

2I,9

17.6

About Once a Week 8.9

20.6

Once a Week

tB.6

22.5

50.6

36.3

r00

99.9

Several Times

a

(o/o)

Week
Total

Table 6. Preference for Research Location when Doing an
Assignment-Undergraduate vs. Graduate Students

Undergraduate

Graduate Students

Students

o/o
Library

43.8
On Campus, 4.I

No.

o/o

No.

173

258
IB.B

6

16

Not In Library

Campus 33.9
No Preference I2.2
Off

No

Response 6.1

Total

I34
48

24
100.1 395

40.6
r2.5
3.1
100

13

4

I
32

that virtual reference users see the service as a benef,t in the
library, and not just off campus.
When considering off-campus oprions for obtaining
help with research, the reference desk respondents gave the
highest preference ratings to the library websites (4.3) and
Google or other Internet search engines (3.9). These selfhelp options were not rated as highiy by the VR respondenrs.

lnstead, the VR group not surprisingly rated virtual reference
highest (,1.3). In fact, the VR group rated the VR service as
high as an off-campus oprion as rhey rated the reference desk
as an in-library option. The reference desk respondents did
not rate VR very highly (2.6). ln fact, the reference group
respondents rated VR even lower than they rated e-mail and
telephone reference services (which rated only 2.9 and2.6,
respectively). E-mail and telephone services also rated low in
prel.erence for the VR group (3.1 and2.9, respecrively). Again,
the most dramatic difference between the two groups was in
the preference ratings lor virtual reference off-campus. The
other interesting pattern was that the VR group gave iower
ratings to seif-help oprions (the library website and Inrerner
search engines) than the reference desk group.
Respondents were also asked where they most prefer to
do research when working on an assignmenr (table 4). The
preferences for research location were dramatically different
for the reference desk and VR survey groups. Of the reference

desk respondents, 60.7 percent prefer to conduct research
in the library, while only 25.7 percent of VR respondents
prefer to work in the library. The preferences are reversed for
working off campus. OnIy 24.8 percenr of desk users prefer
working off campus, while 55.4 percent of the VR group
said they preferred working off campus. Very few people of
either group expressed a preference for working in nonlibrary
spaces on campus.
The findinss on nrelerence for research location were
bolstered by the results of the question regarding how often patrons visit one of the libraries at their institution. The
results (table 5) ciearly show that users of VR are much less
likely to visit the physical library than the patrons who use
the reference desk. This is not altogether surprising given
that patrons who fil1ed out the survey at the reference desk
are akeady in the library (hence the 0 percent for reference
desk survey respondents who have never visited the library),
and therefore more likely to use rhe library. Conversely, VR
services seem to be used by patrons who are less likely to be
in a position to use our on-slte services.
The responses of undergraduate and graduate students
were compared on several questions. We wanted to see if
graduate students were more or less llkely than undergraduates to use the library on-site, and if these two groups had
different preferences for obtaining research he1p. Table 6 compares undergraduate and graduate students on the question of
where they prefer to do research. Although we did nor have
a significant number of graduate student respondents (only

thirty-two), the data suggest rhat graduate studenrs prefer to
conduct research outside of the library buildings, whether
that be elsewhere on campus (18.8 percent) or off campus
(40.6 percent). A much larger proportion of the undergraduate respondents (43.8 percenr) preferred to conduct their

within one of the campus libraries.
A different patiern was noted between undergraduate and
graduate students when results were compared for the question of how they would prefer ro ger research help when off
campus. TabIe 7 shows a comparison of the average raiings.
research
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VR was rated higher by graduate students (3.3) than by undergraduate students (2.9). lt also appears that undergraduates rely on self-help strategies (the library website or Internet
search engine) more than graduate st udents.

Table 7. Preference for Getting Help off CampusUndergraduate vs. Graduate Students (averages from a scale of
1-5, where 1 = least preferred, 5 = most preferred)

Undergraduate

Dt5CU55!0N
in both surveys, undergraduates are or.erwhelmlngly represented, yet graduate students are clearly a larger group
proportionately in the VR survey sample than in the reference desk sample (16 percent of VR users surveyed, and 3.3
ncr.pnr nf ref erene e declr rrcers srrnrpvpd)
lt i,.5 rmportant
-, -- . -.
to note that graduate students, in real numbers, represent
only thirty-four respondents; however, these results are
consistent with other data collected by our institutions that
also point to the popuiarity of the service among graduate
students. Over the last year and a half, 10 percent of York
University's VR users have logged in as graduate students.
(We were unable to obtain comparable data from our reference desks.)

The data also reflects whai we know about graduate
students in terms of study habits and privileges: They have
more options in and around campus to study and have longer loan periods, making visits less necessary on a regular
basis. This preference by graduate students to work outside
the library was confirmed by the current survey It is therefore not surprising that graduate students rated VR higher in
terms of preference than undergraduates, since VR can help
accommodate the needs of off-campus library users. Graduate
students' help-seeking preferences may also reflect a clearer
awareness of service options, and it may be that they are more
sophisticated users because they have had more exposure to
library resources and serl-ices. Although our graduate data set
is small, it suggests that VR may suit the needs of graduate
students in a way that the physical reference desk may not.
This ls an interesting result and one that is consistent with
other studies that show differences in information-seeking
behanor and preferences between faculty, graduate students,
and undergraduates.22Johnson's data, for instance, also showed
there to be slightly more interest for chat services among graduate students than among the other populations sampled.'l
Precisely what this means in the current focus of help-seeking
behavior is not known. Further study on this is needed.
The reference desk is rated highest by both VR and reference desk user respondents. This is consistent with findings
by Ruppel and Fagan, and this was confirmed by the focus
group participants who see the reference desk as the premier
reference service offered by their libraries and who see the
face-to-face personal encounter with a staff member as desirSurveyed desk users and VR users alike have moderate
to iow interest in telephone and e-mail reference services, bui
both see the library's website and Internet search engines as
options for research support. However, for desk survey respondents, choosing the library's website and Internet search
engines for off-campus assistance could be indicative of a lack
ab1e.2a

of awareness o[ off-site options for help. Alter all, VR users
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Telephone

Students
2.6

Graduate
Students
2.9

Reference

Virtual Reference

2.9

3.3

E-mail Reference

2.8

2.9

LibraryWebsite

4.3

4.0

Google/Search

3.8

30

Engine

appear to rely somewhat less on the self-help strategies o[.
searching the library websites or Internet search engines. VR
users show a preference lor chat reference when either on or
off campus, a preference comparable to thelr preference for
the desk. A1l but one of the focus group sublects (a1i were
VR users) preferred VR when off campus. The one exception
preferred the phone.
The unfavorable rating for e-mai1 and telephone, particularly telephone reference, is worrisome. Most libraries have
policies that position telephone reference as a lower priority to in-person reference. At many academic institutions,
telephone service continues to be staffed from the reference
desk (unlike chat and e-mail reference services) but does not
receive the same levei of service. This fact is clearly problematic both in policy and in practice. For example, focus group
respondents had either not used the phone service or tended
to speak poorly of it (although two participants had positive
experiences). It is difficult to generalize the problems with a
Iow preference for e-mail. This could be the result of a lack of
awareness. Focus group participants generally confirmed this,
and there was a perception that it is not fast enough-even
though turn-around time for both universities is twenty-four
hours or better.
A conclusion to be drawn from the results on preference
for reference services is that VR users have a very positive
perception of VR and see lhe service as roughly equal in
preference to the reference desk as an off-campus service. In
addition, those who have used VR perceive their options for

obtalning help within the library differently from reference
desk users, VR is seen by VR users as a prominent option
for in-library help, second only to the reference desk. The
majority of focus group participants noted that, in addition
to using VR from home, they had used or considered using
VR while in the library. Many of the focus group participants
were turned off by line-ups at the desk and preferred VR use
ln the library for this reason. Two participants noted the staff
"were intimidating" and so preferred chat reference over a
face-to-face encounter, regardless of being on or off campus. As noted earlier, Ruppel and Fagan found a significant

Preference for Reference

number of students thought the physical reference desk staff
looked unhelpful.

to newer services and the impact that exposure may have on
preference.

cst\JcLuStoNS

P

The premise for the study was based on the assumption that a
reasonable exposure to newer reference services, such as chat
and e-mail, had occurred, and that therefore an examination
of emerging preferences for different types o[ services would
yreld helpful information for strategic planning regarding
resources, servlces, and, most importantiy, the future and
efficacy of VR. Speciflcally, we wanted to compare reference
desk users to VR users in terms of their perceptions and
preferences.

The reference desk continues to be the most popular
method of getting help in the library, but our findings confirm
that VR satisfies a niche for some users, quite likely those who
prefer to work outside the library That said, chat reference
was noted as a preference comparable to the desk for VR users
when in the llbrar;r Although many users have yet to try our
VR services, those who use VR tend to perceive their options
for getting help differently from other users. Exposure to VR
changes the perception of the landscape o[ reference options.
Far from being a novelty, VR is seen as a signifrcant service
option for those who use it.
Our focus group participants (all of whom were solicited
through VR) gave us some insight into attitudes toward email and phone reference services, but ultimately this study
is unable to make conclusions regarding e-mail and phone
users since these users were not surveyed. One can interpret our data as suggesting that exposure to VR appears to
change the help-seeklng choices and preferences for these
users. Furthermore, since we found that those surveyed at
the desk tended to rate all remote staff-based services less
preferable than our library websites or even Internet search
engines, all told, one might interpret this as suggesting that
a lack of awareness regarding help options is a significant
issue for our users.
Our results suggest that VR services seem to have a special
appeai to graduate students. A greater proportion of graduate students use VR than the reference desk, and graduate
students rate VR services higher in terms of preference for
reference options than undergraduates. Our research also
confirms that graduate students prefer to work outside the
library (off campus, or on campus but not in the library). It
seems reasonable to assume that the appeal of VR for graduate

siudents is in large part because of the way VR is able to reach
users outside the library. We recognize that the sample size
for graduate students was small; therefore, these are tentative
conclusions and point to further study.
The study did not attempt to explore all the reasons why
users choose certain reference services over others. Rather, as
a preliminary exploration, this study hoped to describe what

people actually do and what they really preler to do when
they need assistance. Our comparison of VR users to desk
users allowed us to make some comments about exposure

LAT{ N I !\'l G i IU PLICATIOhJS

This study has implications for the planning of reference service in academic communities.

Virtual reference services should not be staffed by scaling
back at the physical reference desk. The reference desk
remains an important and prominent service even for
those users who are akeady exposed to VR services.
Libraries should respect and accommodate the use of VR
within library facilities. VR users consider VR an important service point even from within campus libraries.
VR servlces need to be promoted more heavily to reference desk users. These users do not generally seem to be
very aware of the option of using VR when off campus.
VR services need to be promoted more heavily to graduate students. VR seems to accommodate the behavior
and preferences of graduate students who tend to work
outside of the library

P055sBt-E DtRrCTt0[\t5
FOR FT"8TU Rg R*SEARCI-{
Our study also suggests some future directions for research
A broader randomized study could look at the effect of
VR services across an entire academic communiiy or between several academlc communities. Such a study could
provide insight into the awareness and adoption patterns
of VR by members of the community This study could
look at the nreferences for reference services across the
broader communlty
Further research could examine the demographics of different user groups. How do VR users compare to other
lrrnes nf sen,iee rrccrc in termc nf thpir oender qse .]i<-

tance from campus, disabilities, full-tlme or part-iime
status, and so on?
Our findings suggest a relationshlp between preference
for studying off campus and preference lor VR. Kelly and
Orr found a relationship between online courses and less

visits to the physical library Thus an exploration of the
relationship between in-class versus online classes and VR
usage would yield useful planning data to better support
emerging course-delivery modes.
Nilson and Ruppel and Fagan, as well as our focus groups,
suggesi negative perceptions of staff as a factor in choicemaking. Satisfaction and other qualitative measures as
they relate to reference service use should be explored in
more depth.
More detail could be obtained on the needs of gradu-

ate students and similarly faculty to understand better
to what extent virtual VR services accommodate these
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groups' specific needs.

r

Expand study to e-mail and telephone users. What are
the characteristics, preferences, and experiences of these
users?
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APPEI{DIX. REFERENCE DESK S{JRVEY NCIVFMBER 2OO4
RyersonlJniversity and York University are studying the research preferences of our library patrons. Your assistance in filling
out the following survey will help us improve our services. This voluntary survey should only take I or 2 minutes, and the
results will be kept confidential. Your help is greatly appreciated!

1. In the last 12 months, for library-reiated
(Circle rrrhir-h frpnrrpnnv ennliec )

a)
b)
c)
d)
e)

Desk: Never Once
Reference: Never Once
Telephone Reference: Never Once
Chai Reference*: Never Once
Library website: Never Once
The Reference

E-mail

assistance, how often have you used:

2-5
2-5
2-5
2-5
2-5

times
times
times
times
times

6-10
6-10
6-10
6-10
6-10

tlmes
times
times
times
times

More
More
More
More
More

e)other-Neveronce2-5times6_l0timesMorethan10

than

10

than 10
than 10
than l0
than l0

*Ask a Librarian Live

2.

Ifyou

a)
b)

The Reference Desk:
Telephone Reference:
Chat Reference:

are in the library, how would you prefer to get research help
(where 1 is least preferred and 5 is most preferred)

c)
d) E-mail Reference:
e) Information on Library
fl Google/searchengines

(least)

website:

o) Orher

3

.

a)
b)
c)
d)
e)

l)

2 3 4
2345
2345
2345
2345
2345
2345

5(most)

If you are working off campus, how would you preler.to get research help
(where I is least preferred and 5 is mos t prelerred)
(least)
Telephone Reference:
2 3 4 5(most)
Chat Reference:

E-mail Reference:
Information on Library website:
Google/search engines:

Other

2345
2345
2345
2345
2345

4. [n the past l2 months, how often have you visited the Iibrary:
r A few times
r About once a month
r Once a week
r Several times a week
5.

When working on an assignment where do you most prefer to do your research:
(check one)

r
r
r
r

ln the library

6.

r
r
r
r
r
r

On campus, but not in the library
Off campus
I have no preference
Please

let us know your current status at the university:

Undergraduate student
Graduate student

Continuing Education student
Faculty
Staff

Other
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